In the third section we consider the Newton nondegenerate case. In this situation, the set S f can be determined very easy and explicitly. Namely, let /= S a v z v be a polynomial of n variables (where v=(vi, ••• , v n ) and z v -z\ l .....
z^ as usual) with /(0)=0. As in [6] , [11] we denote supp(f)={v^N We can express more geometrically the condition (iia) by saying that the hyperplane H intersects the interior of the positive octant (R+) n .
Let $ denote the set of bad faces of supp(/). If A<^$ we define:
<£j={/X* 0 );*°e(C*)» and It is clear that J?j<=J?/j, hence J?j is a yzTziYe set. We have the following:
Theorem 2. Suppose that f is not convenient, Newton nondegenerate and
In the convenient case, B f =2f (see [6] , [2] ). In the last section of this note there are some remarks. Also, for n=2, we compare our Theorem 2 with the result of Ha and Le, which gives B f in terms of the Euler-characteristic of the fibers f~l(c} (see [5] ). In particular, for n=2, our formula is the best possible (see Proposition 6). §2.
Proof of Theorem 1
We need the following lemma, which is a direct consequence of the definitions :
For a, b^C n we note <a, by= S a,£ r For #e(0, oo) we put S\ \z\\=R} and fl*={ Now for the proof of the theorem we fix c<=C\(Z f \JS f ) and D a small open disc centered at c, with the closure D^C\(2 f US f ).
Let J?e(0, oo) be sufficiently large such that f-\D}r\<3tt(f)r\{z<E.C n ; ||2r||^fl}=0 (this is possible by Lemma 3) and such that S R meets transversally f~l(c') for all c'^D (also possible if D is small enough). It follows that grad/(z) and z are C-linearly independent vectors for all z^A, where A-f-\D)r\{z^.C n ; ||z||^#}, and therefore we can find a smooth vector field ^(z) on A such that <^(z), z>=0 and We need a version of Curve Selection Lemma from Milnor's book [7] . This seems to be well known. For a proof, we refer the reader to [10] . then lim/(0(0)^^/VJ{0}W U Jfj.
To prove this we consider the expansions (2) and the identity
The condition p(t}^<M(f) means that there exists an analytic curve such that for every t, we have (1) we can assume that a^O, a<0, b^Q, /3^0 and c^O. Using (4), the scalar product <a, c>^0, hence from the expansions (2) and the formula (3) we get that 7+a-1^0 and thus 7>0.
Renumbering the] coordinates, if necessary, we may assume that It remains to consider the case d<Q. With this assumption it follows that A is a closed face of F(/)« Since /S^O we get /j(^°)=0, hence the nondegeneracy condition on A is in contradiction with the above lemma. §4. Some Remarks 1. S. A. Broughton described in [1] and [2] the class £T of tame polynomials and proved that for a tame polynomial /, we have B f =S f .
In [8] and [9] , the first author considered the class Q2 of quasitame poly-nomials and also proved that B f =S f for any quasitame polynomial /. If we denote by M% the class of J^-tame polynomials, namely the polynomials / with S/=0, then £T^C£r^c^ET, the first inclusion being strict. We don't know if the second inclusion is an equality or not. For other interesting properties of these classes of polynomials see also [10] .
2. Also in [8] and [9] Step 1. 2f^Bf.
The proof is clear.
Step
// /eC[^, y~] is a not convenient polynomial with /(O)-0, not depending only of one variable, then Oe5/.
Proof. Since / is not convenient, / has the form f(x, y)=xg(x, y) (or f(x } y}-yg(x, y}, which case can be analysed similarly). 
Suppose that a t =Q for all i=l, •-, m; hence f(x, y)--=x(at+x<j)(x, y}}
and <])(x, y) does depend on the variable y. The fiber f~\0) contains a connected component diffeomorphic to C. But the generic fiber f~l(X), ^0, doesn't contain any contractible component. To see this, suppose that T is a contractible component of f~\X), ^=£0; consider the projection it of T to the jc-axis. Then the image n(T) is equal to C*\ {finite number of points} ; hence T is a contractible (branched) covering of 7r(T) with finite fibers and 7Ti(im7r)^0 and is free, contradiction. Consequently / -1 (0) and the generic fiber are not diffeomorphic, hence OeB/.
Step 3. Let f^C [ where f~\Z) is the projective closure of f~l(X), H^ is the hyperplane at infinity and 1XU) is the sum of the Milnor numbers of the singularities of f~\X) at infinity (see [5] ).
We show that 2fJti(c)>2fjti(c een ). This follows from the followings two lemmas: the first one describes the singularities at infinity and the second one is applied for these singularities. [6] , [11] for the definition). [6] , [11] for the definition of v(F).)
We omit the proof of Lemma 7, since it is a straightforward verification. For the proof of Lemma 8,  let (a, 0) and (b, c) , y) ) with Newton polygon F'; the relations (15) and (12) Then all the faces of F, excepting A, will be faces of the new Newton polygon F" and F"^F, F"^F. Now it is easy to see that v(F"}>v(r} and we finish the proof of Lemma 8 using Kouchnirenko's results [6] .
Note that the analogue of Lemma 8 for polynomials with n^3 variables in general is not true (see Remarque 1.21 from [6] ).
4. Our Proposition 6 (and the inequality from Step 3) can be compared with a result of Ha and Le (which says that, for n=2, a bifurcation point 1 is either critical point or %(/~1(/i))^X(/" 1 (Cg e n)) J and a result of M. Suzuki (which says that ^(/-i a))^«/-1 (c ge j), see [14] , Theoreme 1).
